We systematically study the characteristics of the Cherenkov second-harmonic generation in periodically poled lithium niobate by femtosecond pulses. A relatively high conversion efficiency is obtained and what we believe to be a new different explanation is proposed that nonlinearities in the domain wall region have been enhanced significantly, which is a new feature of the domain wall that has not been studied previously.
INTRODUCTION
Second-harmonic generation (SHG), one of the most studied nonlinear parametric processes, is generally achieved efficiently through the crystal birefringence [1] or the socalled quasi-phase-matching (QPM) technique [2] . Through these methods, the phase-matching (PM) condition could be satisfied to avoid the phase-velocity mismatch which makes destructive contribution to the SHG efficiency. Usually, QPM is realized by collinear propagation of the fundamental frequency (FF) and second harmonic (SH) beams along the QPM grating vector. However, recent experiments showed that noncollinear SHG processes occurred in one-dimensional periodically poled ferroelectrics [3, 4] and random media [5] [6] [7] . These experiments showed interesting processes of noncollinear SHG, which could be used for the characterization [7] and single-shot reconstruction [8] of femtosecond pulses. The use of random media relaxes the stringent PM conditions thus allowing us to achieve an efficient broadband regime of the SHG process [9] [10] [11] which is similar to the method of perturbing the QPM gratings [12, 13] .
In a noncollinear SHG process, if the total PM condition is satisfied, it is called nonlinear Bragg diffraction [14] in which process the crystal provides strict integer order reciprocal vectors compensating for the phase mismatch between the FF and SH wave vectors. But difficulties arise when we try to explain the broad bandwidth of SHG in random media [5] [6] [7] . Nonlinear Bragg diffraction is only available for some discrete frequencies and is not suitable for a broadband SHG. Moreover, in the above cases [3] [4] [5] [6] [7] [8] , the SH beams share a characteristic that they diffract from the FF beams at unique angles defined by equations the same as those defining the emission of the Cherenkov second harmonic generation (CSHG) [15] . But these SHG processes are different from the typical Cherenkov emission which is observed in thin film crystal waveguide structures due to the polarization discontinuity between the waveguide and the substrate. The reason is previously presented due to the nonlinearities existing in the domain walls [4] caused by poling processes.
In this paper, we systematically study the characteristics of the CSHG by femtosecond pulses in periodically poled lithium niobate (PPLN) samples. Cherenkov-type PM condition can well explain the diffracting angle of the SH beams. Spectrum features and polarization dependence of the CSHG are analyzed in detail. The most important feature we find in the experiment is that the nonlinearities in domain wall regions have giant enhancement, which we believe to be the real origin of the CSHG.
CSHG IN FERROELECTRICS WITHOUT WAVEGUIDE STRUCTURES
In classical physics, a charged particle moving faster than light in the medium will generate Cherenkov radiation [15] . Analogously in nonlinear optics, if the phase of nonlinear polarizations forced by FF beams propagates faster than free SH beams in the same medium, the CSHG will be generated at the Cherenkov angle to phase match the FF wave vectors. Since the typical setup for CSHG is waveguide structures with a nonlinear substrate, the CSHG condition can be written as [16] 
where n 1 and n 2 are refractive indices of the FF and the SH beams in the nonlinear substrate, and ␤ and k are the propagation constant in the waveguide and the wave vector in vacuum of the FF. The left part of the above inequality is the condition for a waveguide and the right part is the exact condition for the CSHG. Under this condition, the velocity of the wave of nonlinear polarization exceeds the phase velocity of the free SH beam in the substrate, and the CSHG is emitted. If the sample changes to a single crystal, the result will be interesting. We only consider the right part of the inequality since there is no waveguide structure. The result is easily derived as
Here, n 1 and n 2 are the refractive indices of FF and SH beams in the crystal, respectively. This inequality gives important information that the CSHG is available in nonlinear materials with normal dispersion. In fact, the conical CSHG in lithium niobate has been observed in the early days of nonlinear optics [17] , which gives adequate evidence for this CSHG condition. Although the CSHG in crystal with no waveguide structures has been reported in very early days, the rather low conversion efficiency prevents further research on it. With the rapid increasing of the laser pulse power in the past decade, more and more CSHG effects are reported, such as in PPLN [3] , periodically poled KTiOPO 4 (PPKTP) [4] and strontium barium niobate (SBN) crystals [5] [6] [7] . Although some of the SHGs in these cases have not been mentioned as CSHG, we temporarily sort them as CSHG since they have the same characteristics. Detailed reasons will be discussed in the following parts.
EXPERIMENT, RESULTS, AND DISCUSSION
In our experiment, the Z-cut PPLN sample has a period of 30 m and a duty ratio of 1:1. The dimension of the sample is 20 nm ͑X͒ ϫ 5 mm ͑Y͒ ϫ 0.5 mm ͑Z͒. The light source is a Ti:Sapphire oscillator producing about 100 fs pulses at 84 MHz repetition rate at a wavelength of 800 nm and full width half-maximum (FWHM) pulse energies of about 3.5 nJ. A half-wave plate and a Glan-Taylor prism are employed to adjust the FF power and its polarization. Figure 1 give the SH patterns when ␥ =0°(e-polarized), ␥ = 45°, and ␥ = 90°(o-polarized), respectively. As ␥ increases, the intensity of the two outside spots decreases while two new symmetric spots appear inner side. These two pairs of spots are both e-polarized but emit at different angles. We identify the interactions responsible for these SH spots as E-EE and E-OO, respectively. External angles ␣ and ␤ are the corresponding nonlinear diffracting angles as defined in Fig. 1(a) . The observed noncollinear SHG process can be explained by employing the Cherenkov PM condition as shown in Fig. 1(e) , which is cos ␣Ј = 2k 1e /k 2e ,
where ␣Ј and ␤Ј are the internal SH angles corresponding to the external angles ␣ and ␤, k 1 and k 2 are the FF and SH wave vectors in PPLN, and the subscripts e and o represent polarizations. We would concern most the spectrum characteristics in this SHG process because research on frequency doubling of femtosecond pulses is valuable. The spectra of the FF and SH are shown in Figs. 2(a) and 2(b). Rather smooth SH spectra are observed with broad bandwidths. Compared with the FF spectrum, the SH nearly doubles all the FF components, leading to a full-band frequency doubling. Due to the quadratic relation between the SH and the FF powers, the SH spectrum is narrowed thus possessing a bandwidth less than half of the FF bandwidth of about 10 nm.
In the CSHG process, only the FF and SH wave vectors are required to fulfill the PM condition. This is quite different from the typical PM process. No reciprocal vectors are required and automatic PM is achieved. As the triangle OAB in Fig. 3(a) , in nonlinear Bragg diffraction, the reciprocal vector G 1 is provided by the nonlinear grating and should be of integer order. In this case, if G 1 satisfies the PM condition in OAB, it would not satisfy the PM condition for another FF component as in the triangle OCD. Thus nonlinear Bragg diffraction does not allow SHG with a broad bandwidth. In our experiment, all the frequency components of the FF beam are allowed to be doubled by the Cherenkov PM condition, and full-band frequency doubling occurs. We can easily derive the internal angles by the Cherenkov PM condition from Eq. (3) as cos ␣Ј = n 1e /n 2e ,
where n is the refractive index; the subscripts 1 and 2 represent FF and SH beams, respectively; and e and o represent polarizations. These equations are just the definition of the emission of the CSHG [18] . In our experiment, the measured ␣ and ␤ are 56.7°and 35.8°, in good agreement with the Cherenkov PM condition at 800 nm, giving values of 56.60°and 35.95°, respectively. Although full-band frequency doubling is achieved, we would not expect the different frequency components of the SH to keep together in space according to Eq. (4). In order to prove this characteristic, we place a 0.1 mm wide slit instead of the screen behind the PPLN sample at a distance of about 7 cm, and move it perpendicular to the SH beam to measure the spectrum at different transverse positions of the SH spots as shown in Fig. 3(a) . Because the inner pair of SH is relatively weak and not easy to be measured correctly, we only present the result of the outside SH spots which is an adequate evidence. As in Fig.  3(b) , 0 mm means the slit being placed at the center of the SH spot and the others are the distances from this central position. We see that different frequency components distribute at different positions in the spot. Due to the width of the slit and the dispersion angle of the SH beam, each profile has a bandwidth less than the total SH bandwidth.
All these frequency components add up to form the envelope of the spectrum profile, and thus we would observe a smooth broadband SHG process. More precise angular measurement was made by the slit. By adjusting the angular position of the slit precisely, we obtain the angular distribution of the SH frequency components. The result is shown in Fig. 4(a) . It is in good agreement with the theoretical calculations by Eq. (4). We will also give the direct evidence of the full-band frequency doubling of femtosecond pulses here. The second order polarization is proportional to the square of the FF intensity, so we compare the shapes of the measured SH intensity and the square of the FF intensity. The result is shown in Fig. 4(b) . It is clear that the spectrum of the SH represents an almost exact copy of the square of FF. In other words, this unique property can be used as an efficient mapping for femtosecond pulse monitoring in the transparency window of PPLN.
Next, we will study the polarization dependence and the conversion efficiency. For a SHG process with a fo- cused Gaussian FF beam, if the beam waist is placed inside the sample and the PM condition is satisfied, the power of the output SHG is proportional to the square of the FF power and the effective nonlinear coefficient. The d eff in our experiment is d 33 and d 31 for E-EE and E-OO processes, respectively. The SH power is a function of the FF polarization angle ␥ and proportional to cos 4 ␥ and sin 4 ␥. Experimental data (dots in Fig. 5 ) reveal good correspondence to cos 4 ␥ and sin 4 ␥ (solid line) and the dependencies of the SH intensities on the FF polarization. The SH power of the E-OO process is less than that of the E-EE process because d 31 is less than d 33 . Figure 6 gives the experimental results of the SH power and the conversion efficiency as functions of the FF power (only one of the pair is measured) for E-EE and E-OO processes. Solid dots are measured data which are well fitted to be quadratic (red solid line). The open dots represent the SH conversion efficiencies which increase linearly with the FF power and are well fitted by the dashed line. As seen in Fig. 6(a) , the conversion efficiency of one SH beam of the pair reaches 0.65% when the FF power is 225 mW. So the total SH conversion efficiency is about 1.3%, which is relatively high for a noncollinear SHG process and would keep increasing as the FF power increases. We note that the SH beams are only generated when the FF power is larger than about 150 mW but not 0 mW. This is because the half-wave plate and the GlanTaylor prism cause pulse energy loss when we rotate the FF polarization.
In the process of the CSHG in PPLN, the periodical structures have no contribution to the PM condition, so it seems that the domain wall itself plays the key role in this CSHG process. We fabricate a single domain wall with high quality and repeat the CSHG experiment. The result is the same as in Fig. 1 . A higher-resolution lateral scan [4] of the CSHG intensity is also performed in the single-domain-wall sample by a tightly focused FF with about 1 m focal spot and using a 0.25 m stepping motor. The result is shown in Fig. 7 . It is seen that the CSHG intensity decreases rapidly when the FF spot moves off the domain wall. An effective CSHG can be generated in the 2 m FWHM distance around the domain wall. As a comparison, no CSHG is detected when the FF focal spot is placed at the single domain region. The inset of Fig. 7 shows the scanning result in the 30 m PPLN. It well reflects the distance between two adjacent domain walls of 15 m. This experiment demonstrates that single domain wall is necessary to generate CSHG. As a consequence, the periodical structures provide more domain walls that can be covered by the FF beam and a stronger CSHG can be observed. Since the CSHG also increases with the interacting distance [19] , there are two main reasons for the relatively high conversion efficiency in our experiment: one is the periodical structure in PPLN that can provide more domain walls and the other is the relatively long distance of 5 mm that the FF interacts with the PPLN.
ENHANCED NONLINEARITIES IN DOMAIN WALLS
Although the CSHG in ferroelectrics without waveguide structures seems quite clear in its physical images, there still remain problems unsolved in the origin of such CSHG. As mentioned in Section 2, the CSHG exists in nonlinear materials with normal dispersion. However in single domain ferroelectrics, it is always too weak to be observed. Compared with previous research [17] , high conversion efficiencies can be obtained in ferroelectrics with periodic structures, such as PPLN in our experiment. A previously proposed explanation attributes the observable CSHG to new nonlinearities generated by the internal strain in the domain wall region [4] , which still cannot explain the giant enhancement of the conversion efficiency.
To explain the enhanced CSHG conversion efficiency, we need to look at the equation of how SH is generated, 
where d eff is the effective nonlinear coefficient and E is the electrical field of FF. From Eq. (5), we can conclude that when the FF intensity is fixed the most probable reason for the giant enhancement of the conversion efficiency is the enhancement of d eff . As in Fig. 6 It is interesting to discuss where the enhancement of nonlinearities comes from. By the principle of nonlinear optics, materials with highly spatial asymmetry in their local structures possess large nonlinearities. Poling process distorts the lattice structures in the vicinity of domain wall. The distortions in local structures of domain wall cause giant enhancement of the nonlinear coefficient. Since such distortions are in a very narrow region around the domain wall, the excited nonlinear polarization by the FF has a planar geometry. As a result, the CSHG by such planar nonlinear polarization should be a pair of well collimated beams symmetrical to domain wall. That is why the CSHG in domain wall is not conical as that in single domain ferroelectrics [17] . Direct evidence for enhanced nonlinearities by local structure distortion should come from a first principles calculation, which is far too complex and exceeds the discussions in this paper. Anyhow, a newly reported experimental result of enhanced Raman scattering in the domain wall region [21] is remarkable. Since Raman scattering is quite sensitive to asymmetry in local area, this experiment gives strong support that lattice distortions exist in the domain wall region caused by poling process. These distortions enhance the nonlinearities in domain wall and consequently CSHG with a high conversion efficiency is observed.
CONCLUSION
In conclusion, we made a systematic study of the CSHG in PPLN sample by femtosecond pulses. The spectrum characteristic and the polarization dependence are analyzed in detail experimentally. An efficient CSHG is obtained in our experiment which has potential power applications as well as its ability to copy the FF pulse information. By comparing our experimental results with earlier reported ones, we propose new explanation that the giant enhancement of the nonlinearities in domain walls comes from the lattice distortions in local area of domain wall from poling process. Such enhanced nonlinearity in domain wall by lattice distortions is a new feature of domain wall that has not been studied in previous research. 
